#1 – Pampered Chef Microwave Chip Maker – New - $5

#2 – Cake Pop Mold – New - $2

#3A – Cook Book – Year Round Holiday - $1

#3B – Cook Book – Kitchen Secrets - $1
#3C – Cook Book – Silly Snacks - $1

#3D – Cook Books – Slow Cooker - $1

#3E – Cook Books – Silly Snacks Classroom - $1

#3F – Cook Books – One Dish - $1

#4 – Votive Centerpiece – New - $10
#5 – 6” LED Lights (2) – New - $5

#6 – Mason Jason Lights – Homemade – Set of 4 - $5

#7 – 30” Track Lights – White - $10

#8 – 1 Light from Home - $2
#9 – Verizon Router - $5

#10 – Linksys Router - $5

#11 – VCR / DVD Player - $10

#12 – Gateway Computer – Used, Old – Can probably be restored - $25
#13 – Computer Speakers – Work Great, Used - $15

#14 – Ricoh 35MM Camera and Quantaray Lens – Like New - $25

#15 – Exercise Ball – New - $2

#16 – Pocket Chair – New $2
#17 – Wax Vac – New $2

#18 – LED Bird Globe - $2

#19 – 15” Grill Inserts - New - $10

#20 – Black Booster Seat with Back – Needs deep wash - $15
#21 – Pink and Black Booster Seat with Back – Needs deep wash - $15

#22 – Votive Candle Holder, Missing 2 - $2

#23 – Used Ivory, Grey and Orange Homemade Cardbox - $15
#24 – 12 Rolls of ½” Floral Tape - $5

#25 – Almost a full box of 12” Floral Wire - $5

#26 – 32 Water / Boutonniere Tubes – New – 3.5” - $5

#27 – 5 Bouquet Holders – New - $5
#28 – 10 Orange Candle Sticks – New - $5

#29 – Aprox 2 yards of Orange Toole – New - $5

#30 – Wedding/Prom Hair Rhinestones – News - $5

#31 – 28” White Veil with Rhinestones – New - $5
#32 – Size 7 Ivory Wedding/Prom Heels – New - $15

#33 – Shrinky Dink Maker – New - $10

#34 – Crayon Maker – New $10

#35 – Frozen Puzzles – New $5
#36 – Frozen Wall Snowflake Light Dance – New - $5

#37 – Frozen Keyboard – New - $5

#38 – Kids Beach Tote – New - $5
#39 – Rainbow Loom Green Bands and Beads – New - $2

#40 – Cook Knits Knitting Studio – New - $5

#41 – Totally Me Surfer Jewelry Set – New - $5

#42 – Totally Me Trendy Bracelet Maker – New - $5
#43 – Crazy Art Twist and Wear Bracelet Studio – New - $5

#44 – Set of 2 Pink Flower Shelves – 12” Wide and Sticks out 5# - $5

#45 Princess Shelf – 12” Wide and Sticks out 8” - $10

#46 – Girls Sign - $5